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Abstract: In recent years, developments in quantum sensing, laser, and atomic sensor technologies have also enabled advancement in the field of quantum navigation. Atomic-based gyroscopes have emerged as one of the most critical atomic sensors in this respect. In this review, a brief technology statement of spin exchange relaxation free (SERF) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) type atomic comagnetometer gyroscope (CG) is presented. Related studies in the literature have been gathered, and the fundamental compositions of CGs with technical basics are presented. A comparison of SERF and NMR CGs is provided. A basic simulation of SERF CG was carried out because of its high theoretic bias stability limit. Besides, some highly critical challenges for CGs were examined and reported with compensation methods. The objective of this review is to offer a guide for researchers to develop high-precision atomic gyroscopes and to encourage further research.
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1. Introduction

Inertial navigation systems (INSs) have become an interesting topic in recent years, with the potential to provide navigation in cases where the navigation systems are not working properly or are blocked [1]. In contrast to GNSS, which provides an absolute position, INSs provide a relative position based on the initial point. In addition, an INS containing an atomic sensor can be given as an example of the passive quantum navigation system. Since these sensors are closed to the outside world and autonomous, they can provide high reliability and applicability [2]. Thus, they have the potential to be used on many critical platforms in the defense industry, including nuclear submarines [2].

The inertial measurement unit (IMU) used in INSs is usually composed of gyroscopes and accelerometers and is used to determine the rate of rotation and acceleration of an inertial reference [3]. Gyroscopes have many kinds of applications, such as inertial navigation, gravitational wave detection, etc. [4–7]. Researchers have classified atomic-based gyroscopes into two subcategories: atomic interference gyroscope (AIG) and atomic spin gyroscope (ASG) [8]. AIG is named “cold atom gyroscope” which uses various atomic interference effects to sense rotation [9, 10]. ASG can also be categorized as NMR and SERF-type gyroscopes [8]. Developments in quantum sensing [11] provide researchers with physically small, low-cost, and highly sensitive NMR gyroscopes.
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NMR and SERF-type gyroscopes are also examples of CG which was first discovered by a team at Princeton University in 2005 [13].

Table 1 shows the comparison of NMR and SERF-type gyroscope technologies [8]. The theoretical bias stability limits of NMR and SERF CG are $10^{-4}\degree/h$ and $10^{-8}\degree/h$, respectively [8]. Northrop Grumman Corporation’s micro NMR CG has a volume of 5 $cm^3$ and a bias stability of 0.02 $\degree/h$ in this respect [14, 15]. On the contrary, it is known from the literature that only some experimental samples exist as SERF CG [16]. This extraordinary sensitivity potential of SERF CG is our main reason for choosing this structure [13, 17, 18].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>NMR CG</th>
<th>SERF CG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensing principle</td>
<td>Nuclear spin</td>
<td>Electron spin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical bias stability ($/h$)</td>
<td>$10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical bias stability ($/h$)</td>
<td>$10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alkali type</td>
<td>Cs, Rb, K</td>
<td>Cs, Rb, K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer/noble gas</td>
<td>N, $^3$He, $^{21}$Ne, $^{129}$Xe, $^{131}$Xe</td>
<td>$^3$He, $^{21}$Ne, $^{129}$Xe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power consumption</td>
<td>Relatively low</td>
<td>Relatively high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field compensation mechanism</td>
<td>Two nuclear spins</td>
<td>Self compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status</td>
<td>End user product</td>
<td>Prototype</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is expected that SERF CG will be used in inertial navigation systems as a new generation of inertial measurement units shortly [19]. CG has a promising potential for highly accurate and compact gyroscopes for future inertial navigation applications by using microfabrication methods developed for atomic clocks [20]. A feasibility report similar to this study was published in 2021 and examined atomic gyroscope strategies based on NMR and SERF [21]. The contributions of this article are; an introduction to quantum navigation sensors and a comparison of atomic spin gyroscope types, technical fundamentals, and a basic simulation of SERF CGs, an examination of the basic compositions and some challenging issues of SERF CGs, and a presentation of a review of SERF CGs for researchers for further advanced research. The arrangement of the paper is as follows. Section 2 consists of the research and development with applications of CG technology. Section 3 gives the technical basics and the simulation of a SERF CG. In Section 4, the fundamental compositions of CGs are reported. In Section 5, some challenges for the CGs are described briefly, and the compensation methods for the errors are explained in detail.

2. Research and development with applications

Recent advances in quantum sensing and quantum sensors are quite remarkable [11] such as in time-frequency [22], magnetic and electric fields [23] rotation [13, 24], and temperature [25] sensing. The use of polarized gases in inertial sensors to detect rotation is preferred for the following reasons: low internal noise, miniaturization possibilities, low power consumption, insensitivity to acceleration, and independence from experimental parameters [26]. It has been determined empirically that if enough spin-exchange collisions are created in the vapor cell, it can slow down the Larmor frequency and narrow the linewidth of magnetic resonance, depending on the alkali metal vapor density [27]. Happer and his group showed how the spin exchange affects magnetic resonance linewidth and demonstrated that spin exchange broadening can be eliminated in the presence of a high vapor
density of $10^{13}/cm^3$ and a low magnetic field [28]. The basic working principle of the SERF regime is based on the observation of suppression of spin relaxation due to collisions in alkali metal vapor [27, 29, 30]. Alkali metal atoms can effectively polarize noble gas atoms by suppressing spin exchange relaxation in the SERF regime. This led to the creation of the SERF magnetometer in 2002 and also to the SERF CG technology soon. When CG was first discovered, the $^3$He-K CG was reported to have $2x10^{-3}$ °/$h^{1/2}$ angle random walk (ARW) and $4x10^{-2}$ °/$h$ bias stability [13]. Subsequently, rotation sensitivities of $2.5x10^{-7}$ °/$h$ and $1.8x10^{-7}$ °/$h$ were presented, respectively [31, 32]. CG can be used in inertial navigation [13, 14, 33], dark matter research [34], Lorentz invariance violations [32], etc. It may therefore make an excellent gyroscope for navigation because it has a high degree of sensitivity for detecting the precession of noble gas atoms [14, 35, 36].

3. Technical basics and simulation

3.1. Technical basics

The atomic vapor cell of SERF CG consists of two or more species, each of which experiences the same magnetic field but has a different magnetic response because of their unique gyromagnetic ratios [13]. Nuclear spins ($P^n$) and electron spins ($P^e$) are both used in CG to sense rotation [13]. A group of Bloch equations [37] can be utilized to explain the evolution of the SERF CG dynamics and the $P^e$ and $P^n$ polarizations of CG in Equation (1) [13].

$$\frac{\partial P^e}{\partial t} = \frac{\gamma_e}{Q} (B + \lambda M^n P^n + L) \times P^e + \Omega \times P^e$$
$$+ (R^{se}_p + R^{en}_e P^n - R^{tot}_{se} P^e) / Q$$

$$\frac{\partial P^n}{\partial t} = \gamma_n (B + \lambda M^e P^e) \times P^n - \Omega \times P^n + R^{se}_{en} P^e - R^{tot}_{en} P^n$$

Here, $\lambda M^n P^n (B^n)$ and $\lambda M^e P^e (B^e)$ are the magnetic fields that nuclear spin and electron spin actually experience because of the other species’ polarization, $\lambda$ is the wavelength, $P^n$ and $P^e$ are polarizations and $\lambda M^n$ and $\lambda M^e$ are magnetizations of nuclear spin and electron spin, respectively. Besides, $R^{tot}_{en}$ and $R^{tot}_{se}$ are total relaxation rates, $R^{en}_{se}$ and $R^{se}_{en}$ are pumping rates for electron and nucleus. Besides, $L$ and $B$ represent the net light shift and magnetic field experienced by electrons, $R_p$ is the pumping rate of the pump laser, $s_p$ is the polarization of pump photons, $Q$ represents the slowing down factor and $\Omega$ is the inertial rotation rate. Equation (1) shows the time-dependent evolution of coupled atomic spin ensembles in the atomic comagnetometer. The external magnetic field applied to the system, indicated by B in Equation 1, enables the electron and nucleus to experience different magnetic fields.

Figure 1 shows the basic working principle of SERF CG. Here, $B^e$ and $B^n$ represent the magnetic fields of the electron and nucleus, respectively. $B^c$ is the applied compensation field which was calculated using $B^e$ and $B^n$ as shown in Figure 1a. $B^c$ is also applied in the z-axis direction and is explained in detail in the next section. Figure 1a illustrates the utilization of the pump and probe lasers in the z and x directions. When the inertial rotation is applied to the system in Figure 1b, the nuclear spins respond by emitting a precession signal. Noble gas magnetization in CG follows fluctuations in the low-frequency magnetic field. To compensate for the fields generated by electron and nuclear magnetization, a biased magnetic field ($B^c$) parallel to the pump light is applied [13]. Due to the applied magnetic field, slight changes in the external magnetic field can be adiabatically canceled by the atoms of noble gases. Since atoms may balance themselves, the operating point
can also be referred to as the compensation point and the alkali metal atoms are subjected to a stabilizing magnetic field that is in opposition to the direction of their magnetization [38, 39]. It should be noted that this compensation mechanism can work efficiently up to a certain bandwidth limit. It is presented that the transient response given inertial rotation is the fastest when the pumping rate is equal to the product of the effective gyromagnetic ratio and the electron spin polarization field factor [38]. Alkali metal atoms are not affected by magnetic field changes because the transverse magnetization of the noble gas cancels the drift in the magnetic field [13].

![Image of SERF CG polarizations](image)

**Figure 1.** SERF CG polarizations.

Nuclear spins in CGs have a self-compensating mechanism that can suppress transverse magnetic field fluctuations that are parallel to the probe laser direction rather than in its direction [20]. Figure 2 depicts a simplified illustration of the configuration of a typical CG experimental setup. Using the proper optical components, the pump and probe lasers are configured for circular and linear polarization in a perpendicular orientation, respectively. The magnetic field of the Earth is attenuated by the factor $10^3 - 10^6$ using a multilayer Mu-metal shielding unit [40]. Here, $\lambda/2$ is a half-wave plate, $\lambda/4$ is a quarter-wave plate, PD is a photodiode, PBS is a polarization beam splitter and NE is a noise eater in Figure 2. Using a circularly polarized pump beam, alkali metal atoms in the vapor cell are polarized along the z-axis. Then, to measure the polarization component along the x-axis, a probe beam that is linearly polarized is used. The appropriate heater and temperature-sensing components are assembled in the boron-nitride oven to provide the atomic vapor cell with the necessary temperature conditions. The multiaxial magnetic field coils handle not only the necessary DC and AC magnetic fields but also the cancellation of residual magnetic fields. The probe beam traversing the vapor cell is sent to the photodetectors with the use of PBS, providing a balanced light detection technique. As a result, the light energy is transformed into electrical energy and sent to the Lock-In. After that, signal processing and rotation data capture steps are carried out.

### 3.2. Simulation

Figure 1 shows that the electron and nucleus polarization components $P^e$ ($P^e = P^e_x + iP^e_y$) and $P^n$ ($P^n = P^n_x + iP^n_y$) in the longitudinal axis which was given in Equation (1) and can be assumed to be constants [41, 42]. The response of the comagnetometer is obtained from the electron polarization component in the direction of the probe laser in the experimental setup given in Figure 2.

$$P^e_x = \frac{P^e_x K^2 \Omega}{1 + K^2 \Omega^2}$$

(3)
When the dynamics of a SERF-type comagnetometer are analyzed, $P^e_x$ polarization depends on the $\Omega$ rotation rate, which is given in Equation (3) [38]. Here, the $K$ coefficient in Equation (3) is used to facilitate mathematical calculations and is defined in Equation (4).

$$K = \frac{\gamma_e \gamma_n (B^n)^2 R_{tot}}{\gamma_e B^n R_{tot}^n + \gamma_e B^n R_{tot}^n}$$

(4)

In addition, $B^e = \lambda M^e P^e$ and $B^n = \lambda M^n P^n$ represent the Fermi contact interactions during the spin exchange of electron and nucleus, respectively. Here, $M^e$ and $M^n$ are the magnetizations of electron and nuclear spins. The $\lambda$ is defined as $\frac{8\pi K_0}{3}$. Here, $K_0$ is also defined as the spin exchange enhancement factor [43]. In CG, the magnetization caused by the spins of the electron and nuclear atoms is canceled by an external compensating magnetic field $B^c$. A definition of $B^c$ is given in Equation (5). If $B^c$ is equal to the opposite sign of the sum of $B^e$ and $B^n$, the magnetization produced by nuclear and electron spin polarization can be compensated.

$$B^c = -B^e - B^n$$

(5)

$$P^e_z = \frac{R_p}{R_p + R_{rel}}$$

(6)

Besides, the electron polarization in the z-axis direction is given in Equation (6) [38]. Here, the electron spin relaxation rate is represented by $R_{rel}$. The response of a comagnetometer to inertial rotation can be determined using the equation (3). The parameters: $B^e = 30 \text{ nT}$, $B^n = 110 \text{ nT}$, $\gamma_e = 28 \text{ Hz/nT}$, $\gamma_n = 3.36 \times 10^{-3} \text{ Hz/nT}$, $R_{tot} = 23.84 \text{ s}^{-1}$, $R_{tot}^n = 0.12 \text{ s}^{-1}$, $R_{rel} = 500.5 \text{ s}^{-1}$, $R_p = 0 \cdots 3000 \text{ s}^{-1}$. For this purpose, a simulation was carried out to find out the effect of inertial rotation on the CG output signal using the parameters above. It was created for this paper and inspired by various papers in the literature [38, 41, 44].

Figure 3 shows the simulation result using these parameters and how the $P^e_z$ polarization at the output of the comagnetometer changes depending on the inertial rotation input $\Omega$. The basic dispersion graph of the
polarization change in case the comagnetometer rotates at -5 and +5 rad/s speed is shown with this simulation. Thus, basic information on how the phase and amplitude of the gyroscope dispersion output can change within the scope of different magnetic fields, gyromagnetic ratio, relaxation, and pumping rates are given. In addition, this study can be used for further research by differentiating the relevant parameters.

![Figure 3. SERF CG response due to change in rotation rate.](image)

### 4. Fundamental compositions

The composition used in SERF CG may vary depending on the research team and is summarized in Table 2. Depending on the selected alkali metal type, the operating temperature, the pump and probe lasers’ wavelengths, etc. are determined. Cs as an example of alkali metals, can be preferred in terms of low temperature and low power consumption, as it has a higher atomic density at lower temperatures in atomic spectroscopy and sensor applications [45–50]. However, a disadvantage of Cs alkali metal is that its alkali spin relaxation rate is much faster than the others [51]. Accordingly, Table 2 shows the operating temperatures in various experiments using Cs, Rb, and K alkali metals.

#### 4.1. Alkali metal and noble gas

Alkali metal vapor is utilized in the SERF regime to polarize noble gas atoms and accurately measure their precession [27, 29]. Noble gases are also polarized using the spin exchange optical pumping (SEOP) method after the atoms of alkali metals have been polarized [62]. Applications for polarized noble gases include medical diagnostics, atomic gyroscopes, etc. [13, 63]. The alkali metal species K, Rb, and Cs are combined with the noble gases $^3\text{He}$, $^{21}\text{Ne}$, and $^{129}\text{Xe}$ in the CG’s vapor cell. For instance, Table 2 lists the standard vapor cell content combinations for CG and shows alkali and noble gas types, the experimental setup’s temperature, bias stability, angle random walk, and the publication year of the related paper. If there is no information about one of these parameters, “not available” (n.a.) is used. Early research especially preferred $^3\text{He}$ and $^{129}\text{Xe}$. The lower gyromagnetic ratio of the noble gas $^{21}\text{Ne}$ enables higher sensitivity when used with alkali metals like K, Rb, or Cs [64, 65]. In contrast to other noble gases, the polarization of $^{21}\text{Ne}$ atoms is time-consuming and difficult [66]. In addition, when the noble gas $^{21}\text{Ne}$ was polarized with the alkali metals K and Rb, the measurement of spin-exchange and spin-relaxation parameters was examined. The results show that better sensitivity can be achieved using $^{21}\text{Ne}$ instead of $^3\text{He}$ [64]. Running CGs at low temperatures such as 110 °C
not only saves power but also makes it possible to manufacture paraffin-coated cells, which makes CGs more sensitive [67]. The circularly polarized pump laser polarizes optically thinner K alkali atoms along the pump axis. Through spin-exchange interactions with polarized K atoms, the relatively thicker Rb atoms get polarized. Spin-exchange collisions with the polarized K and Rb alkali metals cause $^{21}\text{Ne}$ atoms to become hyperpolarized as a result [68]. Hybrid optical pumping is being used to increase both the pumping efficiency of noble gases and the homogeneity of polarization of alkali metals [69, 70]. The CG steady-state output model has been developed analytically by taking into consideration two alkali metals and one noble gas species for optimization purposes [41], as the existing performances of CGs are far from theoretical limitations [13, 71]. Rb and K atoms act as if they were single alkali metal species because the rate of spin exchange between them is substantially higher than the relaxation rates of alkali metal atoms [41].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. SERF comagnetometer gyroscopes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alkali metal</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-Rb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-Rb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-Rb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-Rb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-Rb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-Rb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-Rb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Lasers in CG

4.2.1. Polarizations and power density

To determine the change in atomic spin precession, Dehmelt [72] and Kimball [73] suggested measuring the laser’s intensity as it passed through an alkali metal cell in 1957. Following that, Woodman et al. [74] reported the Faraday rotation effect of the linear polarized laser used in NMR gyroscope studies. It was more sensitive than the circularly polarized laser-based approach in detecting atomic spin precession signals. Subsequently, other groups [23, 29, 75] performed high-precision magnetic field and inertial measurements using the linear polarized laser sensing method. Although the pump and probe lasers are typically arranged perpendicular to perform alkali metal and noble gas polarization in CG [13, 55], a theoretical analysis of the biaxial gyroscope was also given in one of the later studies [76], and a single laser beam and a biaxial atomic spin CG have been introduced in a recent study [77]. The effect of pump laser power density on sensitivity in single alkali metal CG was examined using the analytical solution of Bloch’s equations for electron and nuclear spin ensembles [42, 68]. Experimental results using hybrid optical pumping with two different types of alkali metals are presented to
show the impact of the pump laser power density on the output signal [56]. Although the CG was first presented as a single-axis inertial sensor to detect rotation [13].

4.2.2. Miniaturization and stabilization
Regarding SWaP (size, weight, and power) criteria, the miniaturization of CG as an atomic sensor is a very important research area [78, 79]. For this reason, the CG that can detect angular rotation in two orthogonal directions simultaneously using a single probe beam has been presented [36, 80]. Probe laser stabilization is also specifically used to reduce system noise and increase the signal-to-noise ratio. Because of this, photoelastic modulation [81], Faraday modulation [68], and acoustic-optical modulation (AOM) [82] methods are used. The correlation between the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and probe laser intensity in CG has been presented in the report [83] to determine the optimum probe laser intensity.

5. Main challenges
The four most fundamental types of CG errors are magnetic field gradients, atomic collisions, pump lasers, and probe lasers (including light shift, cross talk, etc.) [13, 84].

5.1. Magnetic field and gradients
The gradient of the magnetic field is one of the main reasons for systematic errors in CGs. Different species inside the atomic vapor cell may be located at different locations in the magnetic field due to variations in thermal diffusion [85], gravity [86], or polarization [87]. Different sorts of atoms may therefore experience various magnetic fields if there are magnetic field gradients in the CG. Precautions can be taken to compensate for the magnetic field gradients [87]. All of these methods may also show calibration errors because they depend on the size of the atomic vapor cell and other things. Frequency shifts caused by magnetic field gradients [88] may reduce CG performance as these are thought to be related to the gyromagnetic ratio [89]. A single species type CG has been proven to be more effective in suppressing errors caused by magnetic field gradients than CGs made up of many atomic species [87, 90]. Additionally, atomic CG from a single species may have stronger spin polarization and a higher SNR compared to CG from other samples [50]. Numerous theoretical techniques for the analysis of frequency shifts and spin relaxation based on magnetic field gradients become even more important in terms of CG performances [91]. According to research on the effects of temperature and magnetic field gradients in Rb-^3^He-^129^Xe CGs [87], the frequency shift happens to depend on the third power of the high-order magnetic field gradient. Second, it is demonstrated that frequency shifts happen when there is a temperature gradient because of the thermal diffusion effect [87]. One significant noise source that has an impact on CG performance (rotational accuracy, long-term stability, etc.) is how the CG reacts to the magnetic field [87, 92]. When the response of the K-Rb-^21^Ne CG was investigated, an electron spin resonance of around 188 Hz was discovered for this purpose [61, 85]. The magnetic field compensation point is controlled closed-loop by locking into this resonance to set the K-Rb-^21^Ne CG magnetic field suppression factor [61, 85]. A gyroscope operating in the SERF regime has also been reported to have a significant bias deviation of 0.02 °/h due to magnetic field changes [93]. According to reports, magnetic noise has the biggest and most constraining impact on bias stability in CG [17, 50, 94]. A method for reducing the noble gas pressure and suppressing the transverse relaxation rate of nuclear spins was proposed [16]. Low bandwidth, which will limit applicability, has also been observed to result from low noble gas pressure. Due to this, when the cell temperature was examined, it was
found that increasing the temperature also increased CG bandwidth but decreased bias sensitivity [95]. The system’s long-term stability will be impacted by deviation errors specifically caused by magnetic field changes in the direction of the magnetometer’s probe laser. An in-situ measurement method has been proposed for this issue [96]. Magnetic noise generated by the shielding material because of Johnson current is another type of noise in CG [97]. Kornack et al. computed the magnetic shielding noise using equivalent power dissipation theory, and they discovered that conductivity, permeability, and size were the primary contributing factors [98].

5.2. Other effects
To improve CG sensitivity, the nuclear spin relaxation time and alkali metal atom density need to be measured which are the main limiting parameters [29]. The CG sensitivity and spin coherence time are controlled by the nuclear longitudinal spin relaxation rate (T1). The transverse relaxation ratio (T2) determines the dynamic response of nuclear spins. In summary, the time T1 is the upper limit of T2 [99]. The Polarization growth method [99], the single scan pulse sequence (ssps) [100], and free induction decay (FID) [101] are the current methods for calculating T1 time. One of the main sources of error in atomic vapor cells is light shifts [102]. As a result of light shifting, a virtual magnetic field forms, causing errors in light frequency and intensity [103]. In CG, these light shifts not only affect linewidth and sensitivity but also cause a crosstalk effect between two sensitive axes [55, 102]. It has been proposed that the light shift in the CG can be suppressed by selecting the ideal temperature of the vapor cell [104]. Walker’s group used pulse modulation in NMR comagnetometers to improve long-term stability and minimize fluctuation caused by longitudinal polarization [105]. To improve CG performance, the pulse response model was presented [106]. When the effects of K-Rb hybrid cells on CG were examined, it was determined that by optimizing the vapor cell’s density ratio and optical power density, the maximum output signal was attained [107]. A closed-loop laser power control system is often used in CGs to reduce errors caused by laser power. A method has been proposed for laser power stabilization by optimizing the ratio of the in-cycle laser power to the out-of-cycle laser power, thanks to the proposed split ratio optimization [108]. Errors caused by heating types in CGs were analyzed by comparing electric heating and laser heating methods [109]. Therefore, it has been reported that heating with a laser is more effective and stable at all temperatures that have been measured.

6. Conclusion
In this review, historical and technological developments, possible application areas, research topics, error types, and optimization options for CG are presented. The evolution of the technology, milestones, and application options are reported. The composition, technical background, and self-compensation mechanism of CG are introduced using the experimental setup scheme. The simulation of SERF CGs is carried out using a sample scenario with the necessary parameters. Related studies in the literature were compiled and basic compositions of CGs were presented. Important challenges to the performance of CGs are studied. Thus, it is aimed at contributing to the acceleration of studies to be carried out in this field by encouraging further research and providing a guide for researchers to develop high-precision gyroscope sensors.
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